
3311 Richmond Avenue Suite 209
Houston, TX 77098

OptiMargin is looking for full-stack software engineers to join our growing team as we deliver on 

the future of productivity software. We currently have multiple roles open at different levels of 

experience. As a member of the engineering team, you will operate as a full-stack engineer and 

have the opportunity to work broadly across our product from our browser-based clients to our 

servers and infrastructure. You’ll work closely with a stellar team of passionate, experienced 

engineers, designers and product managers Our current stack focuses on React, TypeScript, 

Python and Node with our server infrastructure running on Kubernetes in Amazon AWS and Google 

Cloud. 

Software Engineer - Full Stack

About this role

• Work closely with the product, design and growth teams to enhance working with new features, 

APIs, performance, quality, and scale

• Work in a highly collaborative, fast-paced environment across multiple geo-located offices

• Help ensure our customers have an excellent experience

• Participate in the engineering teams' on-call rotations for customer support and live production 

issues

In this role, you'll:

• You have excellent written and verbal communication skills and enjoy collaborating with others

• You are driven, can work independently, and thrive when challenged

• You have a minimum of 2 years of industry experience in a software engineering role and have a 

software engineering degree or equivalent experience

• You love programming and have excellent proficiency with JavaScript, TypeScript or NodeJS, or 

any other modern programming language

• You have worked with any modern UX framework as React, Vue, or similar, and have created or 

used internet friendly APIs such as REST or GraphQL

• You have hands-on experience working building web-based systems on Cloud infrastructures 

such as AWS, Azure or similar Cloud-based environments

You may be a great fit for this role if:

• This role can work from Houston, TX or remote

Location


